CUSTOM BRANDED (WHITE-LABELED)
INTERACTIVE DIGITAL FRONT OFFICE MOBILE APP

DON’T DEVELOP YOUR OWN APP!

We have a better solution! Our apps are designed around
creating a powerful experience of interactive, on-demand,
conversational engagement. Large and small businesses are
experiencing success with a dramatic increase in
client/customer/partner engagement, resulting in a significant
increase in the completion of business within their apps.
See below for more details!

HAVE YOUR OWN APP IN
THE APP STORE IN DAYS!
WHY?
Many companies recognize the need and advantages of moving
their company to a digital environment. We are first to offer a
prepackaged digital front-office solution, that can be personalized
and ready for your business in days instead of months or years and
at a fraction of the cost of similar development.
Digital transformation involves using digital technologies to remake
a process to become more efficient or effective. The idea is to use
technology not just to replicate an existing service in a digital form,
but to use technology to transform that service into something
significantly better. Gartner says two-thirds of business leaders
believe their companies must pick up the pace of digitalization to
remain competitive.
For many businesses, developing their own app and waiting years
for an ROI, isn’t feasible or affordable. Most 3rd party custom
developers will want to start their fee around $50-k without a cap.
Our secure and proven solution starts at $6-k (for 25-customerspriced by # of customers) and is ready for primetime when you are.

WHO?
Any business with high-valued customers and partners. Businesses
who do not want to be stuck in a legacy mode and want to better
compete. Businesses that want to promote their branding, not a 3 rd
party software company’s brand.
While startups thrive though their new ways of working and
communicating, their innovative use of data and their integrated
approach to advanced technologies, too many traditional
organizations -- both in the private and public sectors -- are still
stuck in legacy mode.

OUR APP CAN DELIVER
A VARIETY OF
CONNECTED IN-APP
COLLABORATION
EXPERIENCES UNDER
A SEAMLESS
CONVERSATIONAL
FABRIC. YOUR
CUSTOMERS WOULD
NOT HAVE TO LEAVE
YOUR APP TO DO
BUSINESS WITH YOU.




















Secure Messaging
Transactions
Digital Signature
Video Chat
Co-Browsing
Task Management
Document Tracking
Reporting
Chat Bots
Annotations
Broadcast
Storage
Recording
Clips
Audit Trails
Integrated Audio
Instant and
Scheduled
Conversations
Much more…

If you have or are considering a mobile app or need to get closer to your valued customers or partners,
this app may be just what you have been waiting for.

WHAT IS IT?
A proven and secure mobile app, now available
with your white-labeled brand and your own
front-office facing app in the app store.

MOBILE SOLUTIONS THAT WORK
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
INCS’ Interactive Custom Digital Front
Office Mobile App comprises a suite
of white-labeled applications for IOS,
Android and Web. The in-app
experience can be customized with
select modules and comes with a
Client/Customer Portal, Business
Portal and Admin Portal. Our app
also allows the easy integration of
external systems, including document
management systems, CRMs,
transaction management systems,
and more - to be a seamless part of a
collaborative conversation. This app is
designed to provide sophisticated
relationship management capabilities
to lend structure to the organization
managing client relationships

HOW DO WE LEARN MORE?
Simple… Pick up your phone and give us a call or click
the Contact Us button and send us a request and we
will schedule a virtual demonstration with your team.
We can show you the mobile app and how your
customer-facing employees can interact with the
customer or partner on their device. But, be
prepared to be WOWed!

It’s a unique new way to stay connected with
colleagues, clients and partners without the need
for cumbersome and antiquated emails.
Messaging is the new normal, and our Digital
Front Office App is so much more, with powerful
layers of collaboration that can operate as a suite
or with modules imbedded into the context of
your app (via API or SDK). Improve
communication and the relationship thru text and
voice chats, live video, meetings, import pictures,
videos, or any file, add rich graphic and vocal
annotations, eSign agreements and manage tasks
– all within a simple conversation.

WHEN?
Sometimes it’s all about being FIRST – Act
Smarter & Respond Faster
o Know your customer’s journey and discover
their intent
o Serve with personalization and consistency
o Win every interaction and earn lifelong
customers
o Arm your teams with the tools and insights to
act quickly
o Spend time on innovation and not integration
o Scale and adapt instantaneously

Contact our consultants today!
In most cases a custom mobile
app will start at $50-K and take
months or years to complete.
Ours is a fraction of the price
and can be ready in days or
weeks.

